
Funny You Should Ask: The Comedy Show
That Will Leave You in Stitches!
Do you find yourself constantly searching for a good laugh that will brighten up
your day? Look no further, because Funny You Should Ask is here to bring a
smile to your face and turn your frown upside down! This hilarious comedy show
has become a household name, renowned for its gut-busting humor and quick-
witted all-star cast. So, sit back, relax, and get ready to laugh your heart out!

What sets Funny You Should Ask apart from other comedy shows is its unique
format. The show features a panel of comedians who are tasked with answering
questions submitted by the audience. These questions cover a wide range of
topics, from the random and absurd to the deep and thought-provoking. The
comedians then provide their hilarious take on these queries, leaving the
audience roaring with laughter.

Now, let's dive into what makes Funny You Should Ask such a crowd-pleaser.
One of the show's standout features is its star-studded cast. Led by hilarious host
Jon Kelley, each episode welcomes a rotating panel of comedians who are well-
known in the industry. From seasoned veterans to up-and-coming talents, the
show never fails to deliver a diverse lineup, ensuring every viewer finds a
comedian whose humor resonates with them.
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What's even more fascinating is the chemistry between the comedians. These
hilarious individuals blend their unique styles and personalities to create a
comedic dynamic that is nothing short of electric. Their banter and playful jabs at
one another keep the show amusing from start to finish. With their quick wit and
sharp comedic timing, they keep the audience on the edge of their seats, eagerly
waiting for the next punchline to land.

Not only is the camaraderie between the comedians evident, but their infectious
laughter is also contagious. It's hard not to catch yourself chuckling along with
them as they crack each other up. This genuine sense of joy and fun is palpable,
creating an atmosphere of pure entertainment that radiates through the screen
and into the hearts of viewers.

But it's not just about the comedians; the audience's role in Funny You Should
Ask is equally important. The show encourages audience participation by
allowing viewers to submit their own questions for the comedians to answer. This
interactive aspect adds a personal touch, making the audience feel like they are
part of the show. It's a delight to see the comedians' spontaneous and unfiltered
responses to these questions, often resulting in hilarious off-the-cuff remarks.
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Another aspect that makes Funny You Should Ask a hit among viewers is its
knack for finding the perfect balance between relatable humor and outlandish
comedy. The questions asked by the audience often tap into everyday situations
and experiences that we can all relate to, making the humor accessible to a wide
audience. From awkward social encounters to bizarre hypothetical scenarios,
there's something for everyone to laugh at.

On the flip side, the show also ventures into the realm of absurdity with its more
outlandish questions. These thought-provoking and offbeat queries challenge the
comedians to get their creative juices flowing, resulting in some of the most side-
splitting moments of the show. It's fascinating to witness how these quick-thinking
comedians can turn even the most bizarre questions into comedic gold.

The Best Funny You Should Ask Moments:

Now that we've explored the reasons why Funny You Should Ask is a must-watch
comedy show, let's take a look at some of the most memorable moments in its
history:

1. The Belly-Laughing Battle: In one episode, two comedians engage in a
hilarious one-upmanship, trying to outwit each other with their responses. Their
banter is so hilarious and relentless that it becomes difficult to catch your breath
from all the laughter.

2. The Social Media Fiasco: One question revolves around the comedians'
experiences with social media mishaps. Their hilarious tales of posting
embarrassing photos or accidentally sending private messages to the wrong
person will have you in stitches.

3. The Unexpected Impersonation: During a rapid-fire question round, one
comedian is challenged to do an impromptu impersonation of a famous celebrity.



Their spot-on impression leaves the audience in awe and laughter.

4. The Riddle Rumble: A unique twist on the show's format, the comedians are
presented with riddles to solve instead of questions. Their hilarious attempts at
unraveling these mind-boggling riddles provide moments of sheer comic genius.

5. The Laughing Contest: As if the show wasn't funny enough, one episode
features a laughing contest between the comedians. Each participant takes turns
trying to make the others laugh uncontrollably, resulting in a hysterical battle of
wits.

And the list goes on!

Now that you know what makes Funny You Should Ask so incredibly funny and
entertaining, let's address a common question - where can you watch this
comedy extravaganza? Funny You Should Ask is widely available on various
platforms, including cable TV, streaming services, and even on-demand options.
So, whether you prefer watching it on the big screen or the convenience of your
mobile device, access to a good laugh is just a few clicks away.

So, the next time you find yourself in need of a good laugh, look no further than
Funny You Should Ask. With its all-star cast, uproarious humor, and interactive
format, this comedy show promises to leave you in stitches. Get ready to embark
on a laughter-filled journey that will brighten up even the gloomiest of days. Don't
miss out on this laughter therapy – tune in and let the hilarity begin!
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This oral history of television sitcom writing offers the perspectives of 22 of the
best and most prolific early comedy writers. How they broke into the business;
how they wrote scripts (and where they got their ideas); what it was like to work
on hits--and on flops; what the sitcom actors were like; how they collaborated with
other writers and producers; and why they retired are just some of the topics they
speak to. The book documents insider knowledge and gives the reader a better
understanding of what makes great television comedy. The writers' observations
about the changes that took place during their long careers help explain why
television comedy has evolved so greatly in recent years.
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